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Ma3SI E., Paxrep A. El7 · 12240 
3apSiaosoe ynopHno~eHue s o6o6weHHOii Monenu Xa66apna 

B p83JIH~Hb!X npH6JIHlKeHHSIX 

Bbme.uea o6o6weHHblii faMHllbTOHHBH gneKTpOH-9neKrpoaaoro saauMoneH 

CTBHSI B KpHCT8JIJIH~eCKOii pemeTKe C y~eTOM BHyTpHBTOMHOf'O H Me*BTOMHO

f'O KynoaoscKoro H o6MeHHoro saauMonej:icrsuB. Y~reao gneKrpoa-pewero~

HOe B38HMOJl-etiCTBHe B llpH6moKeHHH, COOTBeTCTBYIDWeM Y3KHM 3HepreTH~e

CKHM 30H8M. 

Ha OCHOBe flJIOTHOCTH COCTOSIHHH Haii.aeHbl B aHaJIHTH~eCKOM BULle ITJIOT

HOCTH COCTOSIHHii LlJISI ~eppOM8f'HHTHOf'0 1 8HTH¢eppOM8f'HUTHOf'O H 38pSILlOBOf'O 

ynopSUlOl.JeHHSI nocn-e BKJIIo~eHHH 3JI8KTpDHHhiX KOppenruUiii. 

.fing H8H6011blliero BHyTpH8TOMHOf'0 1 BHyTpU30HHOf'O KYJIOHOBCKOf'O OTTan

KHBBHHSI HCITOJib30B8H MeTOll KOrepeHTHOf'O ITOT8HUH8JI8 H npu6nH*eHHSI Xa6-
6apna 1 u Xa66apna Ill. OcranbHhre saauMoneiicrsuSI cquraiOTCSI MallbiMH H yq
reHbi s paMKax Merona MoneKyngpaoro nonSI. 

Pac~er KpKTR'4eCKHX KpasbrX ¢eppo-, aaru¢eppo- u aapSI.UOBhiX ynopg.uo

qemrH llpOBOJlHTCSI C llOMOlllbiO MeTO.OB CT8THqeCKOH M8f'HHTHO:H: BOCITpHHMqH

BOCTH, B KOTOpOM HCITOJlb3YIOTCSI HaiineHHbie B 8H8JIHTH'LI8CKOM BHJle KpHBbi8 

fliiOTHOCTH COCTOSIHHii, 

TipHBe.UeHHbie KpHBhie YKB3b!B8IOT Ha TO, qro B cnyt.taSIX HeKOTOpb!X '4H

cen 3anonHeHHSI aneKTpoHaMH aapsmosoe ynopsr.uot.teHHe rroSisnsrerca paHbme, 

qeM BHTH~eppOM8f'HHTHOe HJJH ~eppOM8f'HHTHOe ynopSI,UOl.{eHHe. 3TOT TeopeTH

t.teCKHii BbiBO!l flOSICHSieT HBCTynneHHe T8KOf"O ynopsraot.teHHSI BO MHOf'HX peanb-

Hb!X sewecrsax, KaK aanpHMep, Fe
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0
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I. Introduction 

The Hubbard model/1/ with a repulsive correlation parameter 

a well-known model for electrons in a narrow band. A few 

exact results and many approximate treatments concerning the mag

netic and electric properties of this system are known (for a 

review see Cyrot 121). The method of coherent potential has been 

applied to the case of arbitrary band occupation for ferromagnetic 

(Mizia /3/) and antiferromagnetic solution (Mizia/4/). 

The aim of this paper is to discuss the possibility of the 

charge-ordered state within this method for arbitrary band occupa

tion. Charge-ordered solutions can explain the insulating beha

viour of numerous transitions and rare-earth metal chalcogenides 

(Goodenough/5/, Varma/61, Ionova et al./71). An attractive electron

electron interaction ( U<O) may lead to a charge-ordered phase 

(Ropke et.al./B/, Mertsching/9/, Ionov et al./101), whereas in 

extended models charge-ordered solutions are possible with U > 0 

in special parameter ranges (Robaszkiewicz/111, Ionova et al./121). 

In the framework of the alloy analogy approximation no charge

ordered solution can be obtained (Brouere 1131). For this reason 

in this paper the effective mean field is added /3/ to the Coulomb 

electron-electron interaction which is treated in higher appro-

ximations. 

Inclusion of electron-phonon interaction within the harmonic 

approximation influences the Coulomb repulsion of electrons / 141. 

In the case of strong Coulomb interaction ~ the band-width is 
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supposed to be unaffected inthe lowest approximation.If the electron

phonon coupling is strong enough, an attractive interaction bet-

ween electrons can occur which yields a charge-ordered state for 

a periodic lattice distortion. Pluctuations in the effective 

charge field turn out to be important in this region. They may be 

relevant in the intermediate valence problem. The influence of 

an average lattice distortion on tbe stabilization of a mixed 

valence state was considered by Sherrington and Riseborough 1151. 

Yore involved model systems to discuss this problem are presented 

in /16/. 

2. Hamiltonian and Its Mean Field Approximation 

The Hamiltonian for one narrow degenerate band can be written 

in the form given by Hubbard/ 17/ 

H =4 ~ i;";" c+ C·v + f > L (,..;..-,ivl~J-t.r,-l1> c ... ~ c,: ~~ c~(.,.1 >. 
,., ,....y f/V" J ~ ,.,..,,, 

The notation is the same as in/171. Let us recall only that 

~ is a label distinguishing the various degenerate aubbands and 

including the spin label. 

In the interaction term we shall retain the dominant terms 

with A:.=J--k..-t or ~-..,k , j'=l and A:. ~.t.,d ~~ correspond-

ing to tbe intra-atomic, inter-atomic Coulomb and inter-atomic 

exchange interactions, respectively, what brings up 

&--! = 'f'+ .tIL ~~,•vi~ l-c:..,-'1) s: (!Jv c,tl c,,. + 
t .1'4'~f'1.- ·r- 1-

+ f ~ L ~~,Jvl~l..:d",i'J>~_1 CJ-t c,tl ~ .. p + 
• ('fJ .,t.Yj"f. ,. II 

+ i~ L (...~,J'vi~IJr,•,)c;: c/v e,J cir J 
C~} ,P.Vf'j. 
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{2) 

where T denotes the kinetic energy, symbol C.:J") means the sum 

over nearest neighbours only. The next biggest terms neglected 

here are/ 1 /:(.:(lfl~,f) ,(•;.ilt!-1'-lc) ,(.;i;l1:1iJ) • There is a 

great variety of different Hamiltonians, which can be derived from 

the above one. It seems to be reasonable to preserve only terms 

of the Coulomb type wi tn 1' =p. , ~"" v and exchange type with 

r:v, '}.'=,A-1- • Taking into account the commutation rules for the 

operators, replacing the index ~ by ~,o { ~ is a spin laoel) 

and assuming additionally that the interaction integrals do not 

depend on spin indices, one oota~ns 

) " " H='r+1:.LL.(,.~-c:vJt!-~.,.......,·v ,.,~.s ,.,,"~--
t -""'" 

fl6' 

A ., .., ~.. ,~ 1 , ) e-+ c + e + 
- :I 7 .&-;, y:.,.....) l y .,. -<"' ,(__.L<. .. ,.... ... y.... 6' c .. " .. ' y tr' 

f,M-* \1) 
IT IT' 

+ " ...- ' ... . \ ... "' - ~L: ~ {_· . j-1. ' . ) 2cf','?v (,.,<~,jviF0_.,...-.fvJt:'~;....~ "lv6'1 .z(<'jl~~J>' .,.../,~J-"'" { ) 
d lfC' ?« .. v) 3 .,. ... , 

"c• c ct c +.i.L ' 1 •·· 1~1 · •Jet c-t c c. -
.A_)«-6' J-"'1> JY6' ('/If" 2_(()::v~JV.,-J/"'I -~"J~'f' '""' JA-<f> 

J Y.,.*V) 
~I 

- .fi~;; (,..-,....~J vl~/j"j .i,P) ~~po ~i""'' . 
a'' 

Let us introduce the following integrals assuming that they 

are independent of ,-'"- , v indices 

1A = yP, ~ l~l.y.., ~-.,v.) 
1 

U"= {,tip., ..:v/~ I"';#, -<Y){,r ~ -:/:~ 

I=y_,....,..:vl-f:-J~V, •p}.f".-,l-'-=f't11 U"=(,-c-M1 ,iYI~/_...;,...,,iv} 411u{ 

r '= ~-,.....,j vi1=1J ~ ............ ). 

After omitting in eq.(J) from the intra-atomic exchange inter

action the spin-flip term with G'z::- o {see/181) and neglecting 

the small double exchange terms of types y.;...,.jvl~li v,J#) for I" ;~<y and 
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y__.u, i., I~ 1;/-<, .. < v ) for)"- -1' Y one arrives at 

'M " " 'UI' " ... " H = 2. -* •. c .. S' (' -~ 4 I z. l'l;:..~ h~--- + T I"'-- 1'1.y~oo~ ., i vC' -
<j" d I J Y,.6 •c::;v) 

-'\ A 
-!. ~.L ... ~, h, \15'-+ 

2 •(:::;11) 
~ 

oo' u Jl ~ ,A A :r' -'\ A 
-2 L"- n, .... ,.. 1-\.v"'- 2.-(LL. k~~ ~./Y5' 

{'J) ~ r d CJJ-;j, 
{4) 

Until now we considered the electron-electron interaction in 

terms of the extended Hubbard model. Additionally, the influence 

of electron-lattice interactions on the magnetic and charge-ordered 

state is of particular interest. For this reason, we include the 

coupling of electrons in a very narrow band to a lattice system in 

the harmonic approximation 

H t He • -= X. ·ti I.J;; b't b71 + r"' -,... l. J. • ~ - --

[ 
,_, R ,';:;R, 1 fi /.j A A < ~ 0 ' -f A - -,_ 

+~ fil~ (h,6 -t "'.-~) :t<s. e b~ ..f J'l e bi· 1 

(5) 

where tJif. is the phonon frequency of the i -th mode and ~ is 

the coupling constant withJ(i~1. The lattice state influences not 

only the one-electron energy, but the Coulomb repulsion energy of 

electrons, too. After a unitary transformation, which displaces the 

equilibrium positions of the normal coordinates and leads to the 

polaron-representation, one obtains for strong electron-phonon 

couplLng the effective Hamiltonian/14/ 

H =I :L c-r (.+(li-E)"" h ~ -
'-eff ij" 'I O:!r I~ 2 p A~ ~6 )A-<-.-

'(" A ) ~, '\ A -••~• (6) - Er""-- "'!#..-+nu ..... + .2. LL n~ .. "'.:vtr-,..._,..s ;-- ~ ~v 

(,IA-#YJ 
trG; 

where Ep= ~ f ~ w12 l~ l:z. leads to a reduction of the Coulomb 

repulsion. We restrict ourselves to a renormalization of repul

sion energy and a shift in the one-electron energy levels on the 

atoms. ~he modification of the electron hcpping integrals in a 

Vibrating lattice is discussed in ref,/l4/, 

6 

Now, uaing the well known aean field approximation: 
1\ 1\ 1'\ "\ A '\ - . 

hA hg~<~ "') 11.1' + rt11 <n9) one finds the follow~ng express~on 

H"
1
}=Z 1., ~'t~ e .+.L [(U-2fp.)Yt-:_-rrp--t) ~+ 

i! T C f' I 4 ~ J )""" ...-. 

J -· )] " + u'(,r-1-){n_!+~)+f>? (u~r·x~.~,+ ';......-~~ _ h#~ • (7) 

Here f' means the number of orbitals in the degenerate band, 

-t +.l is the nearest neighbour lattice site to site i , i!. is 

the number of nearest neighbouring atoms in the lattice and ~ is 

the mean particle number in the ;kt6 subband. The one-electron 

energy term of eq. (6) is omitted in (7). 

Let ua for simplicity assume additionally (Kizia/J/) the 

existence of the full degeneracy: <~~6)~ -;:= ~8' * f(p). Then, 

index ~ can be dropped in eq.(7). As a result, one gets the 

following Baailtonian 
h•/ H =2 t. e+ c. + .L M~ ~ 
~H 'i" 'i •~ J" .:~ ,,. 1 

where the molecular field constant M~> is given by 
M s-=(1A-2Er) .;;;"--I (y-1) ,...:'-+ ?A.' (tf'·--1.) ( n,:" + "'~~>) + 

+ f i' (21''-r)( nl"-t~ + h:.:LJ , 
l"or ferromagnetic mode one has nz~= "".:~: ' so the constant 

M s- is independent of 

(B) 

(9) 

Assuming the alternant lattice in which the antiferromagnetic 

or charge simple alternant orders can occur, one can divide this 

lattice into two sublattices o( and j3 • Then, the ..<. -th lattice 

si tea can be denoted by o< and their nearest neigbboura "-. + l 

sites by ,t3 • So, now from eq.(9) one has 

M~ = ('U- 2EC>) n-~ ~rt.~--J) n:-+ U'r!'·1)(n:-+ n:_'~)+ 
v .>< v (10) 

+ rr {V.''- T') (nJ + rtp5
) 
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and 
/'1;; =(14- 2E_r) t-t,;t- If,y---::tl n;I+ 1.-1 '(J>-J) (h~' -r >;~3") + 

+p :z ('U ''-I')(h: +- ""~.;"'). ( 11) 

Among different magnetic modes the follow1ng most typical one 

shall be considered here 

.!:7 ~5 ·-+-
Yl =n ="-'"E 

o<. (I 2.. 

n:t"= f~>_ Yl ±rnAE 
..t ~.(! - 2. 

h '*o= n -t-mlii n~~= n- t-n14 
~ 2 ) ~ 2 - . 

( 12) 

(13) 

(14) 

where n is the electron number per atom and indices F; A F; Q 

are used for ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic and charge-ordering 

parameters. Using the above expressions in eqs.(10) and (11) one 

can easily get the following critical values for ordering in the 

mean field approximation 

F J /\If ~ A E /o1 -s- . Ff A F) 
Aw =-2 d."",~ =At.-=-2~1 "'"=[Ifp-d)f.Jt-2Ef'j , (15) 

I' £.1./'>~F C•r 

,Q .JM""- .a 
Ac..- =--2 arn"' =if(p-d)-11+2E,p-2(y-1.)ZA'+ 2ri!(2A''-rJ] . <16> 

a , · CY 

Comparison of the two last equations gives the first insight 

into the role of electron-phonon (Ep) and inter-atomic Coulomb 

( 1A 11
) interactions as favouring the charge-ordered state. 

3. Coherent Potential Approximation 

3.1. Some basic expressions 

The calculations in this approximation use the Slater-Koster 

state-density function corresponding to the semielliptic band 

(Velicky et al./19/) 

8 

F { )- 2.._1- .. \J'?):z. 1. j 
o <? - iV hi - 1(w - J < n> 

where '? is the complex energy and ~ is the half-band-width. 

After including in the system the electron-electron correla

tions the Slater-Koster function is for ferromagnetic alignment 

obtained by (Velicky et al./ 19/) 

F!> {2 )= F; {~- L. "), 

where L" is the mass operator (coherent potential). 

For (~,p> long-range order including antiferromagnetism as 

well as the charge-order corresponding transformation has the 

following form (Plischke and Mattie/201, Brouers/ 211) 

f 
, )J:i " 'i!-L.at"'' t:.rf3J <-~)= :i!_,, Fc Nrrz::_)(<?--:z:)). 

~<X lj5J ,-

(18) 

(19) 

Densities of states corresponding to the above Slater-Koster 

functions are given by 

cr,a>=- ir J->- F$'( .. )1 
r=f+itJ 

for ferromagnetism, and 

Po {E)=-~~ ~~J { .. ), 

Y"' I(!>> ' 0 

for(~,{>) alignment. 

3.2. State densities in limiting cases. 

3.2.1. First Hubbard approximation 

i!! -2+ ~ 

(20) 

(21) 

This approximation is used here for intra-atomic intra-orbital 

Coulomb interaction. The other interactions are treated in the 

molecular field approximation assuming that they are only small 

perturbation to the Coulomb one. 
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Then, with the appropriate choice of the origin of energy, 

·~ = 0 ( 'T;; is the atomic energy level) the coherent potential 

(cf. eq. CU ) of / 1/) takes on the following form 

,_-6( )- 2 u "'-s- + >A'-5" 
~- ii' - ? - u (:1 11. :S) ,- • ) 

where M ,., is equal to the M 5 given by eq. ( 9) with omitted ~1 

term. 

(22) 

In the strong scattering limit (1A>>I-v') one gets from eq.(22) 

the following simplified expression 
-II' 

2'~{z)-=>«- ~ ~+ 1"/'o 
1-n 

valid for the lower subband (IE I< W + M'~) • 

For the (><1 (3) alternant aUgnment eq.(23) can be easily 

generalized _, 
ZO. )·- ~ I~ 
--,r- ( -z - - zo 1- ..... -~ + M r ; 

J" 

(23) 

(24) 

where ;r= o<. or p and rt~ are given by eqs.(1J) and (14) for 

antiferromagnetism and charge-order, respect~vely. Using eqs.(2J) 

or (24) for.L and semielliptic initial density of states[eq.(17)J, 

one can calculate by transformations (18) or (19) the F±s quan-
±t> 

ti ties for ferromagnetism or ~(IS for (<X 
1
(3) alignment. A next 

' ) 

step is to obtain the corresponding densities of states by eqs. 

(20) or (21). The final results are as follows: 

rp:s(f. )= ..L_ v· A-__!_ (-t-- M'±s-)2. 
_) .. .JT IV ..J. £v 2- 1- rt+ F I (25) 

for ferromagnetism, and 

{

. 2 y ~+ A 2.
1 

Jrh/ Y;- J.V:! ~; 
~/aJ:o -

0 

if $+ - <£/' 
f;t W':! > 0 (26) 

otherwise 

10 

.. ~, 1. 
for ("'

1
(3) order. :5- = j' for antiferromagnetism and :5 =!5/<><tflJ 

for charge-ordered state. The energies ft are 

~+ 
f 

:1- h :t 
r--1.:!• 

,AF ) 
! -f -i" = 1- "'.J: 

,__,.a 
~ ({-1) 

(27) 

for antiferromagnetism and for the charge-ordered state, respecti

vely. 

Ab u ' ± s- M 1 :t ~ ;!1 M' ± , d M ' a th M '1 ~ ove ,., F , A F ..._ an "' (/3 J are e .j 
tl> 

quantities after substitution for ~~t$) the values correspond-
. .. 

ing to a given type of ordering and nl.= n.-
2

m with omitted sub-

scripts at m 

3.2.2. Third Hubbard approximation (alloy analogy method) 

Now the coherent potential .L 6 (i!) is obtained from the equa

tion (Soven 1221, Velicky et al./19/) 

2 

2_ 
J := i 

7"-L_d"{i') 
-p" . = 0 

.J 1- (l"-~"'t?)) F~(i') 
J 

(2t3) 

where the probabilities ~-~" and corresponding energies ?J~ are 

equal to 
-'h '> -6' ,-1 =1- I'\ 

-n<>_ -'5' 
r"'- h 

~; ~ = 1"1'5 
1 

f.~~= VI+ M'" 
(29) 

Above, again the strongest intra-atomic intra-orbital Coulomb 

interaction is described in the alloy analogy approximation and the 

others are treated only as a perturbation in the molecular 

field approximation (see also Mizia/231). 

In the strong scattering limit ( U >> ·w) for energies i! lying 
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in the lower subband (J~I< hi+ M'') one can omit the unity in the 

second denominator of eq.(28) as the small quantity and arrive at 

"" s-{7!)~? "- 'P.' = /"1 "'- h._, (30) 
L.... 1 F" Fo 

After repeating the procedure just described for the first 

Hubbard approximation with the use of the above self-energy one 

gets 

) -JFo ( 'i_) = Jr2W ~ j- h + - {E- M~±s-p-jvvL' 

for ferromagnetism, and 2 v . 2 /--------:;-' _ r ,Jv,J>) D 

{

- a - L w- for t-it :;: JrW 0 ± + d-
c.:/(n = 
~ 0 otherwise 

for(.:X
1
f.3)order, where 

~ = ~- fvl'.76" 
.± f\F 

and 
(' + = z: - fv(' Q 

- ·"'- lr3) 

for antiferromagnetism and charge-ordered state, respectively. 

Factor ';j ± is equal to 

- ~~ ,_!:1.)- n-12 hl. ~ 2 2 h.-~ :Jt- l±(i 2 82:t'-+2tt2 ?+ ?_-~+2_(1.-z)+-'~G; 

where n" = n'AF or rnQ respectively. 

3.2.3. Hartree-Fock approximation 

{31) 

{32) 

(33) 

04) 

()5) 

In the 'U << Vv' limit both the first and third Hubbard appro

ximations applied to the intra-atoaic intra-orbital Coulomb inter

action reduce to the Hartree-Fock approximation for this interaction. 

So, now all the molecular fields are summed and one has 

12 

,, 

I 

t 

• 

M 
±~> - ~ + = &{ ,,+" +- M'-.-

,J y J 

and 
+s- o ·J 

~; =JT~w H-!z-M~")-;_1-;:p 

-7 

3- r n == 3rhl ,.: _ 
+ {. 2._ ~;-~- >-2 /w2 

+ for 
<: 

__:_i__<:z.il'l./ 2>0 c c- / , 
c' + 

0 otherwise 
where 

f =£-M±o 
:t AF 

and ~ 
E =t- M.~(r3! 

i ""· 

for antiferromegnetism and charge-ordered state, respectively. 

3.3. Susceptibility criteria for different alignments 

(.36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

The possibility for existence of any alignment is investiga

ted now by looking for the divergence of static magnetic suscep

tibility. 

The general formula for the susceptibility has the following 

form (Pukuyame and Ehrenreich 124/) 

·- 2e< 2~([ F) 
X--i + ,~;:"/dh_ .. ) (41) 

where? is the Bohr magneton and s( ?F) is the paramagnetic-

state density on the 7ermi level. 

As was shown in the preceding section, in the case of initial 

semielliptic density of states the final densities can be found 

analytically in some limiting cases. For these cases the derivative 

in the denominator should be expressed by the state-density func

tion, what gives 

13 



2p"~(fF) 

)' = -1-2 ~J,J~ (") -~f 
c:'1n1 '5 c. '" 

(42) 

·-...:> 

The derivative in the denominator is taken in the paramagnetic 

limit. Different densities of states calculated above for different 

types of alignment and for different approximations can be used in 

this simple formula. 

For U <<hi the Hartree-Fock approximation is used for all inter

actions. Equating to zero the denominator in eq. (42) and using 

density of states given by eq. (37), one gets the generalized Stoner 

-Wohlfarth criterion for ferromagnetism: 

A: ) { fF)? 1) (43) 

where 

!? ( ~ F ) = 1: __ t".o..l r 
..) JrW F (44) 

F . 
and Au is given by eq.(15). 

The Fermi energy is estimated from the condition that 

~F }-F.---------. 

i1. = 2 jg l n ,_..fF =- .Ji.t,ki j V 1- ( f- /"f4') 2 /IV 
21 

J E; (45) 

-<><> - W-rMr 

where f(t), M r are the paramagnetic limits of y:-s-(f), M:• 
After substituting s," r=(i-11,r>/w and integrating the last expres-

sion takes the following form 

.:rr { h -1)= 2 }'"F + 2 _;.;" lj'F C,;....( rr: ::!1.. L f'j'r:) 

)Pr estimated from this condition should be inserted into 

the eq,(42) for the state-density function. 

(46) 

For (~1~) alignments the densities given by eq.(38) together 

with eqs.(J9) and (40) should be used in the denominator of eq.(42). 
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After equating the latter to zero one arrives at the following 

conditions 

A F 

A, ... 1 
~- -.. -) 
• /<..'-'(1'1. 

Q 1 
At'Y > K'-'Crt) 

4F (<. 
where Au and A<'.- are given by eqs.(15), (16) and 

1<. o( h)= L f-n 11 ~- Cc~(f:"~ ~- _ <?(~F) 
JTVJ _~,,.. F ) 

The numerical results for the critical constants in this 

approximation are drawn in fig. 1. 

For the first Hubbard approximation in the limit the 

(47) 

(48) 

densities of states given by eqs. (25) to (27) should be used, After 

the same manipulation as described above one arrives at the 

wing conditions for alignments 

follo-

A iF . (l ) > 1 - 2 't F -f Ji /2 + ~ 
c..- J f' · ./ Jr 2- Yl (49) 

A'M21-V< ·-=-1 __ 
..-,.... / 1 - Yt 12. k """ ( n ) 

I 
(50) 

A' 61 ~ 1 _1_ 
C~< Y(i-y)(i-n) k';{n) (51) 

with 

1<. -""' ( Vt l = .1 - .em/ :1 -1 <v J c;~ /·- e ( ?' F ) 
r .Jnv s , " j'F ..> J (52) 

where 

~('iF)""- .1_ .:.:>~ 4' 
..J JTW' ;F (53) 

In all A;Y the 1A constant is omitted as for this interaction 

the strong scattering approximation is used, 

The Fermi energy is estimated now from the slightly changed 

condition 
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Pig. 1. The critical constants of molecular fields1 .AcY ,given by 

eqs. (15) and (16) required for ferromagnetic (P), anti-

ferromagnetic (A F) , and charge (a) orJerings. The 

Hartree-Pock approximation is used for all interactions. 

?F lF 
I'L = lj' <P (2) ,:H = _i_j' Vr-1--__,(-,~,---"----1'1,-)z_;_w_,z' J. E 

J ,;rw 1- 2 r I 

-<.>a (-'W-tl-'1~)/(d- t) 
where M~ is the paramagnetic limit of M~.t6" given by eq.(9) 

(54) 

with 1A te:nn omitted. Integrating the last equation gives the 

following condition for <{F (where J'"'fF=G!T -M~)jw ) 

Jr 3 .... -2 = L ( ) 
2- n tjF (55) 
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Fig. 2. The critical constants of molecular fields 1 A~- ... , given 

by eqs. (15) and (16) with omitted U , required for diffe

rent types of alignments. Indices F
1 

A F, 6( are used for 

ferromagnetism, antiferromagnetism, and charge-order, res

pectively. For the strong intra-atomic intra-orbital Coulomb 

interaction ('U >>W) the first Hubbard approximation is 

used. 

Calculating for given n the ~F value from this equation and 

inserting it into eqs. (49) to (5J), one arrives at critical con

stants for different alignments. These values are drawn in fig. 2. 

For the third Hubbard approximation in the 11>>vV limit the 

criteria of alignments calculated on the basis of the state densi

ties given by eqs. (J1) to (J5) take on the following fo:nns 
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Fig. J. The critical constants of molecular fields 1 A:.. , given 

by eqe. ( 15) and ( 16) with omitted U , required for .dif

ferent types of alignments. Indices f'; A F
1 

la are used for 

ferromagnetism, antiferromagnetism and charge-order, res

pectively. For the strong intra-atomic intra-orbital 

Coulomb interaction (U»W) the third Hubbard approxima

tion is used. 

A'Fc_,(~F")>1-
c.- ) 

~F . -f 
A~. ?~) 

1!.! 
,Q ) 1 

A c.- ·;--' k- ln.) 
I!I. 

'/F + Jl/2. 

:Jr 

II 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

with 

k = ( n.)= _l_ V:t- to.' ih J 1-+ ,.,,J fF 1- (fF) 
lif Jr W 2. Si~ r·F y ) (59) 

where 
J (;?F)=./w Yi- y' aS rF . 

The Fermi energy and ita parameter fF 
can be calculated by integrating the slightly 

. - ?"F- M£ 
(where s,nyF- WV.1-~, 

changed distribution 

l .-,.,., <t-->''a l= yr n = 2 __ JJ- .tt _ (? _ ;:~, yz.; v·./ 2 
f1o'l.~ 0 .) ]I w v 2 p ) 

and the result is the same as previously, so the condition given 

by eq.(55) holds. 

The numerical results obtained in this approximation are 

drawn in fig. ). 

4. Discussion 

(60) 

As is seen from figs. 2 and 3, any Hubbard approximation does 

not lead to any alignment without adding molecular field. But the 

comparison with fig. 1 shows that the interaction treated in the 

first or third Hubbard approximation (here the Coulomb one) decrea

ses the strength of molecular field required to produce any 

alignment. 

The strength of this minimal molecular field required for 

alignment ia different for different electron numbers per atom 

and for different approximations. There are some points (n.= i 
and -1- for U>>w and n.=0,5 for U<<.W) in the vicinity of 

which the r~,~) alignment is favoured against the ferromagnetic 

order both in the first and third Hubbard approximations. Moreover, 

if ferromagnetic and (~J~) modes are simultaneously possible, then 

the energy of (oiJ(3) alignment is always lower than that of ferro

magnetic one. 
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The type of the (..<,{'>) alignment preferred (charge-order or 

antii'erromagnetism) depends on the approximation used and 

also on the relative strength of different interactions which 

were summed up to give the whole molecular field. Comparing eqs. 

(15) and (16) one can say that the intra-atomic intra-orbital 

Coulomb interaction points to the antiferromagnetic alignment, if 

it is not too strong, and for this reason can be treated in the 

Hartree-Fock approximation. But, if it becomes strong (Vi>> w') , 

it should be correctly treated in the alloy analogy approximation 

( thj.rd Hubbard approximation) in which there is no difference 

between critical molecular fields required for charge-order and 

for antiferromagnetism. Nevertheless, both the modes are not on the 

same footing, because their molecular fields [eqs. (15) and (16) 

with omitted U] are composed of different interaction constants. 

Namely, the electron-phonon and inter-atomic Coulomb interactions 

prefer the charge-order state whereas the intra-atomic inter

orbital Coulomb and inter-atomic exchange interactions,the anti

ferromagnetism. 

In tre first Hubbarrl approximation in the 'U.>>w li.mit mo

lecular field for anti!"erromagnetism is much lower than for the 

charge-ordered state. This is the main difference in the results 

of the first and third Hubbard approximations. 

Charge-ordered states are observed in compounds containing 

ions with different valence/ 5/,/6/,/71. For example, the two 

species of F-e -ions 2+ and 3+ in Ft>3 O<t exist physically sepa-

rated and form some kind of superlattice as in the charge-ordered 

system. Besides, homogeneously-mixed valence compounds have been 

considered recently/61. In these systems the electron coupling to 

longitudinal optical phonons dominates. Here it may be possible 

20 

that the system undergoes a phase transition to a charge-ordered 

state. However, experiments show that, for example, ShnS is not 

an insulater in this phase. Valence fluctuations turn out to be 

important. It should be noted that fluctuations in the effective

charge field are important and relevant to the intermediate

valence problem. Similar aspects were presented for the Anderson 

model with a localized electron-phonon interaction 1251. 
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